FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The INDYpendent Show to partner with
Who’s Yer Con at their spring event.
Who’s Yer Con Dates: Friday, April 17th through Sunday, April 19th
INDYpendent Show Date: Sunday. April 19th, 2015 Hours: 10AM – 5:00PM
Location: Wyndham Indianapolis West Hotel
Admission: Free admission to both events
Contact: John Graham
Email: John@FIGIDPress.com
Website: www.INDYpendentshow.com & www.Whosyercon.com
Facebook Page: INDYpendent Show & Who’s Yer Gamers
Twitter: @INDYpendentshow

Indianapolis, IN. After two successful events in 2014, FIGID Press teams up with the great folks of
Whos Yer Con to bring the INDYpendent Show to an even wider audience. The Spring INDYpendent
Show will feature a variety of local comic creators, artists, and game designers who want to share their
experience with those interested in creating their own projects. The atmosphere of the show will continue
to be one of networking and educating the creative community in the area. John Graham of FIGID Press
and organizer of the INDYpendent Show had this to say about the upcoming show:
“The Who’s Yer Con event is the perfect venue to host a special version of the INDYpendent Show. The
environment promotes creativity, learning, and family fun, which is in line with our goals to educate and
entertain the next generation of creators.”
The goal of the INDYpendent Show is to create a location where artists, writers, and self-publishers can
network with each other while interacting and educating the public about the creative process. This
smaller convention provides those who have become interested in creating comics a chance to talk with
local creators one-on-one and also view educational demos. The INDYpendent Show also provides some
unique ways to encourage the exchange of ideas between attendees and creators. John Graham, also had
this to say about the previous INDYpendent Shows:
“Looking around the last show, almost everyone was engaged in conversations about comic creation or
other interests. The atmosphere of the INDYpendent Show was completely different than some larger
conventions where countless people just shuffle by tables and barely make eye contact with creators.”
“Walking through the event, you will notice that each creator has a sign on their table listing strengths
they enjoy speaking about. You can easily match your interest with their strengths, allowing for an easy
exchange of ideas. This signage method is completely unique to our show.”

We look forward to you Discovering, Meeting, and Learning from current writers, selfpublishers, game designers, and artists from the local Indianapolis area.
More about Who’s Yer Con 2015
Who’s Yer Con is a FREE gaming convention hosted each spring by Who’s Yer Gamers, a nonprofit organization
dedicated to bringing all facets of hobby gaming to you. This year’s convention home, the Wyndham Indianapolis
West, will provide added space for WYC’s growing turnout.

